Four gene regions were sequenced for 30 species of jumping spiders, most from the subfamily Dendryphantinae, to investigate their molecular phylogeny and evolution. These are three regions from the mitochondria (ca. 560 bp of 16S plus adjacent tRNA, 1047 bp of cytochrome oxidase 1 (CO1), and 414 bp of NADH1 (ND1) and one region from the nuclear genome (ca. 750 bp of 28S). Parsimony and likelihood analyses of these gene regions separately and together support the monophyly of the dendryphantines as delimited previously by morphological characters. A group of elongate-bodied genera are placed as basal among the dendryphantines, and previously proposed relationships of Poultonella, Paraphidippus, and Sassacus vitis are confirmed. Comparison of overall rates of molecular evolution indicates striking differences across the gene regions, with highest divergence in ND1, CO1, 16S, and 28S in decreasing order. All four regions are characterized by both within-and among-site rate variation. Phylogenetic results from CO1 conflict conspicuously with phylogenetic results from the other genes and morphological data. Attempts to account for potential sources of this conflict (e.g., accommodating biased base composition, high homoplasy, within-and among-site rate variation, etc.) are largely unsuccessful.
INTRODUCTION
The jumping spiders (Salticidae) are a diverse group, including not only more described taxa than any other spider family (estimates of ca. 4400 species in 490 genera; Coddington and Levi, 1991) but also extraordinary diversity in morphology, behavior, and predatory ecology (e.g., Jackson, 1982 Jackson, , 1986 Jackson and Pollard, 1996) . There has been limited success in understanding the phylogenetic relationships of these spiders, perhaps because of this overwhelming diversity. The classifications of both Simon (1901) and Proszynski (1976) are based largely on single-character systems (dentition on the lower margin of the chelicerae and characteristics of genitalia, respectively) and, although both works clearly represent key progress, we might expect considerable remaining phylogenetic uncertainty, given such a large number of taxa.
More recently, the consideration of additional character systems has clarified some aspects of salticid phylogeny. Several workers (e.g., Blest and Sigmund, 1984; Wanless, 1984; Maddison, 1988 Maddison, , 1996 have discovered congruent character support for a basal subdivision in the family, separating the "primitive" lyssomanines and spartaeines from the bulk of the taxonomic diversity in the family (the salticines). Maddison (1987 Maddison ( , 1988 Maddison ( , 1996 discussed relationships within the salticines, proposing delimitations of the subfamilies Heliophaninae, Plexippinae, and Dendryphantinae, but limits of many other subfamilies remained obscure. Relationships among salticine subfamilies are similarly unclear, with the condition of the embolustegulum articulation ("fixed" versus "free") perhaps representing a major phylogenetic subdivision (Maddison, 1988 (Maddison, , 1996 . The one aspect of salticid phylogeny that is crystal clear is that more research effort is needed.
We have recently begun to collect molecular data to address phylogenetic problems in the Salticidae. Here we present results for one such problem, focusing on the phylogenetic relationships of a representative sample of genera of subfamily Dendryphantinae. The dendryphantines, a predominantly New World group, comprise several hundred species, spread across ca. 60 genera (see Table 1 of Maddison, 1996) . Most dendryphantines have a "standard" salticid body form, although many taxa are specialized as ant, bird-dropping, or beetle mimics. The dendryphantines are one of very few salticid groups having received recent phylogenetic attention (Maddison, 1988 (Maddison, , 1996 . Dendryphantines are salticines and share a counterclockwise-coiled free embolus with the subfamily Euophryinae and other smaller groups. Maddison (1988 Maddison ( , 1996 redelimited the dendryphantines and proposed three synapomorphies to support their monophyly: (i) a carina on the underside of the male chelicerae, (ii) male palpus with a compacted and hidden embolus coil, and (iii) S-shaped epigynal openings (see Figs. 10, 3, and 5, respectively, of Maddison, 1996) . None of these proposed synapomorphies is without homoplasy, for there are genera tentatively placed in the subfamily that lack one or more of these features. In addition to this subfamilial delimitation, Maddison hinted at generic interrelationships within the subfamily. Although providing no formal phylogenetic analysis, a character matrix available for phylogenetic interpretation is presented (Table 2 of Maddison, 1996) , along with comments on potential character support for various generic groupings.
These morphology-based phylogenetic hypotheses provide our molecular studies with a basis for informed taxonomic sampling of the subfamily and relatives. Based on this information we have gathered DNA sequence data for 27 salticid genera, two-thirds of which were considered dendryphantines by Maddison (1996) . We also use the prior hypotheses as a point of comparison, considering agreement (or lack thereof) in phylogenetic relationships both deep (e.g., monophyly of the subfamily) and shallow (e.g., Poultonella plus Tutelina; Maddison, 1996) to help assess the phylogenetic "behavior" of molecular data from four different gene regions. This assessment is important, as our dendryphantine work represents one of the first studies to consider the comparative utility of different molecular markers in resolving spider phylogeny. Because this comparative utility is highly contingent upon molecular evolutionary dynamics, this paper emphasizes basic structural features of these gene regions and highlights differences in rates and patterns of molecular evolution. These considerations will hopefully allow spider systematists to make more informed decisions regarding molecular phylogenetic sampling in future studies.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
The taxon sample includes a total of 32 species representing 27 genera (Table 1) . Our sampling of particular species within a genus was based primarily on convenience, rather than on any perceived special placement of the species within the genus. The generic sample includes 20 taxa that are listed as dendryphantines by Maddison (1996) , constituting approximately one-third of the generic diversity in the subfamily. All of these taxa are distributed in the New World, reflecting the biogeographical bias observed in the subfamily (only three small generic groups are Old World). The dendryphantine sample includes many taxa of special interest. For example, Mabellina (listed as a dendryphantine by Maddison (1996) ) lacks all of the proposed synapomorphies for the subfamily but has a general body form and markings like those of other dendryphantines. The sample also includes several genera considered as dendryphantines by Maddison (1996) but placed elsewhere by other authors. These include Beata, Bellota, Tutelina, and Zygoballus, placed in Simon's (1901, 1903) Simaetheae, Synageleae, Chysilleae, and Zygoballeae, respectively.
Ten genera were sampled that fall outside of Maddison's concept of the Dendryphantinae (Table 1) . The genera Itata, Attidops, Admestina, and Peckhamia are similar in sharing a counterclockwise-coiled, free embolus, and Maddison (1988 Maddison ( , 1996 suggests the possibility that Attidops, Admestina, and Peckhamia may, in fact, represent derived dendryphantines. Our outgroup sampling is also in part based on our unpublished molecular phylogenetic work in other parts of the family. This research suggests that members of the subfamily Marpissinae (with a fixed embolus) are close relatives of dendryphantines, but that other taxa sharing a counterclockwise-coiled, free embolus (e.g., Phlegra, Sandalodes, euophryines) are in fact distant. Correspondingly, we have included a sample of marpissines, including Platycryptus, Marpissa, and an undescribed neotropical marpissine genus, but have excluded others. This unpublished work also suggests that the taxa Thiodina, Heratemita, and Neon are distant relatives of dendryphantines; we have designated Thiodina as the outgroup taxon in all phylogenetic analyses.
Entire legs were taken from spiders and preserved in either 100% EtOH or TE buffer and stored at Ϫ80°C. For a minority of specimens, tissues in addition to legs were used (e.g., abdomen, cephalothorax). Otherwiseintact spiders are preserved as voucher specimens (in 100% ETOH at Ϫ80°C) in the personal collection of W.P.M. Genomic DNAs were extracted from tissues using a CTAB extraction protocol (Shahjahan et al., 1995) . Diluted genomics were used in PCRs to generate DNA fragments from four gene regions, including partial sequences for the mitochondrially encoded cytochrome oxidase I (CO1), NADH dehydrogenase subunit I (ND1), and 16S genes and the nuclear-encoded large subunit (28S) ribosomal repeat. The ϳ1-kb region spanning the 3Ј end of 16S to the middle of ND1, with an intervening tRNA LEU (CUN) , was amplified either as a single fragment using the primers N1-J-12261 (Hedin, 1997a) with LR-N-13398 (Simon et al., 1994) or as two overlapping fragments using 12261 with LR-N-12945 (Hedin, 1997b) and 13398 with N1-J-12581 (5Ј-CCT TTA ACG AAT TTG AAT ATA-3Ј; this study). Most CO1 PCR fragments were amplified using the primer combination C1-J-1718 (Simon et al., 1994) with C1-N-2776 5Ј-GGA TAA TCA GAA TAT CGT CGA GG-3Ј. Some products were amplified as two smaller pieces 387 using the primer combinations of C1-J-1751 "SPID" 5Ј-GAG CTC CTG ATA TAG CTT TTC C-3Ј with C1-N-2568 5Ј-GCT ACA ACA TAA TAA GTA TCA TG-3Ј and C1-J-2309 5Ј-TTT ATG CTA TAG TTG GAA TTG G-3Ј with C1-N-2776 (all this study). The approximately 800-bp fragment of 28S, spanning divergent domains D2 and D3, was amplified using the primers 28S "O" 5Ј-GAA ACT GCT CAA AGG TAA ACG G-3Ј and 28S "C" 5Ј-GGT TCG ATT AGT CTT TCG CC-3Ј (this study). PCR experiments included an initial 95°C denaturation followed by 35 cycles of 30 s at 95°C, 30 s at either 48°C (16S/ND1), 52°C (CO1), or 55°C (28S), 45 s at 72°C ϩ 3 s per cycle, with a final 10-min extension at 72°C. All PCRs included TaqStart Antibody (Clontech Laboratories), using dilutions suggested by the manufacturer; amplification of the GCrich 28S region was further enhanced with the MasterAmp PCR optimization kit (Epicentre Technologies). Polyacrylamide gel-purified PCR products (Sambrook et al., 1989) were directly sequenced using automated techniques on ABI 373 and 377 machines. Both strands were determined for all 28S sequences. Mitochondrial fragments were sequenced primarily in a single direction, but the use of various primer combinations (see references above) allowed for up to 60% sequence overlap.
DNA sequences were imported as text files into a sequence editor (either SeqApp V1.9a (Gilbert, 1992) or a beta version of MacClade 4 (Maddison and Maddison, 1999) ) checked by eye against hard-copy chromatograms, and rechecked against complementary-strand sequence (if available). Edited sequences for each data partition were compiled into a single data file for multiple alignment. Protein-coding data, containing no in- Note. Taxon sample used in molecular phylogenetic analysis. Some species identifications, marked with an asterisk, are tentative. For both Pelegrina and Phidippus, different species were used to amplify different gene regions. These data were merged as a single taxon for phylogenetic analysis. 388 ternal length variation, were aligned manually. Both ribosomal fragments (16S and 28S) included length variation over the taxa sampled and were aligned automatically using the program ClustalX (Higgins and Sharp, 1988) . All initial pairwise alignments were conducted using the "fast, approximate" option. Multiple alignments were carried out using default transition "weights" of 0.5, while varying the gap opening/gap extension costs over a range that included ratios of 8/2, 20/2, 8/4, 24/6, and 24/4. These ratio values, ranging from 2 to 10, were found to span a parameter space including both relatively "gappy" (e.g., 8/2) and "compressed" (e.g., 24/6) alignments.
Phylogenetic analyses were conducted using various beta versions of PAUP* V4.0 (b2a-b4a; Swofford, 1999) in combination with beta MacClade 4 (Maddison and Maddison, 1999) . Parsimony analyses were carried out on representative matrices (see below) for each of the length-variable data partitions, the separate CO1 and ND1 character partitions, and matrices comprising concatenations of all data partitions. Parsimony searches were heuristic, with tree bisection-reconnection (TBR) branch-swapping and multiple random addition sequence replicates. Relative support of reconstructed clades was evaluated via the nonparametric bootstrap (Felsenstein, 1985) , based on analyses comprising 1000 replicates of a heuristic search (as above, but with fewer random addition sequence replicates). Global (i.e., tree-wide) phylogenetic congruence across data partitions was assessed in the context of parsimony using the PAUP* implementation of the incongruence length difference (ILD) test (Farris et al., 1995) . Following Cunningham (1997a) , invariant characters were excluded prior to ILD data randomizations.
Maximum-likelihood phylogeny estimates included an initial evaluation of alternative models of DNA sequence evolution, with models differing in parameters associated with base composition (equal versus not) and number of substitutional classes (one-, two-, or six-parameter). Likelihood values of nested models, estimated over a common (most-parsimonious) tree topology using the TREESCORES feature of PAUP* (Swofford, 1999) , were compared using the MODELT-EST (Posada and Crandall, 1998) implementation of the likelihood ratio test. Incorporation of among-site rate variation, following either the invariable-sites method (%I) alone or a combination with the discrete gamma distribution (⌫), was considered prior to increasing the number of substitutional classes from two to six (see Cunningham et al., 1998) . Using a best-fit model, estimates of both maximum-likelihood model parameters and trees were conducted using a successive approximations approach, following suggestions of Swofford et al. (1996) . This approach included an estimation of model parameters on an initial tree derived from a weak search (i.e., a partial heuristic search, no random addition sequence replicates). These parameter estimates were then fixed while searching for better trees using a more thorough TBR heuristic search incorporating five multiple random addition sequence replicates. If trees of higher likelihood were found, parameter estimates were reoptimized and fixed anew, followed by another thorough search. Searches were deemed complete when trees of approximately equal likelihood were found in successive iterations.
RESULTS
Sequence data from four gene regions, totaling about 2.7 kb per taxon, were gathered for each of the 30 taxa included in phylogenetic analyses (Table 1) . Exceptions include Admestina (CO1 only) and Hentzia (no 28S). For both Pelegrina and Phidippus, different species were used to amplify different gene regions; these data were merged as a single taxon for phylogenetic analysis. Some ND1, CO1, and 16S plus tRNA sequences are incomplete at either the 5Ј or the 3Ј ends for a small number of taxa (Table 1) ; these taxa were included with missing data in phylogenetic analyses. All sequences have been deposited in GenBank (Table 1) .
As expected, mitochondrial sequences are relatively AT rich, whereas 28S sequences are GC rich (Table 2) . For each data partition, PAUP* 2 analyses (uncorrected for phylogeny; see Swofford, 1999) were conducted to test for variation in base composition across taxa, considering either all sites or variable sites only (Table  2 ). These tests suggest that observed base compositions are homogeneous across taxa, with the exception of CO1 variable positions that appear to deviate from the stationarity assumption (Table 2) . Position-specific analyses of all sites suggest that this nonstationarity is concentrated at third positions, where percentage A ϩ T values range from 0.814 to 0.963. The taxon sample is homogeneous in CO1 base composition at both first and second positions, with average percentage A ϩ T values (0.582 and 0.603, respectively) that also indicate less base compositional bias.
16S ϩ tRNA Alignment and Characteristics
Five different gap opening/extension costs result in four distinct 16S ϩ tRNA alignments (20/2 ϭ 8/2), with aligned lengths ranging from 573 to 576 bp. Because we had no a priori basis for choosing one alignment over another, we could have either used all of the alignments or used some external criterion in choosing one or some subset of the alignments. We used phylogenetic congruence as an "external" criterion by comparing phylogenetic results from each alignment matrix alone to results based on a concatenation of all such matrices (i.e., an elision matrix; Wheeler et al., 1995) , treating gaps as a fifth base in all tree searches. In principle, an elision matrix should generally recover relationships that are robust to alignment differences, but it is also unwieldy. Hence, we utilized that align-389 JUMPING SPIDER PHYLOGENY ment matrix most similar to the elision matrix for more derived analyses. This similarity was assessed in two ways, first by comparing the number of nodes in common between consensus parsimony trees from independent versus elision matrices (Fig. 1) . The "24/4" alignment result is most similar to the elision result, sharing 20 of 25 nodes in common. Other alignments share between 7 and 13 nodes in common. Similarity was also assessed by calculating symmetric-difference distances (Swofford, 1999) between sets of most-parsimonious trees resulting from independent versus elision analyses. Such average distances are less for the 24/4 alignment than for any other alignment (4.67 versus 12.53-34.1), again suggesting that this matrix might be justifiably used as a surrogate for the elision matrix. The 24/4 alignment is relatively "compressed," with only 38 of 573 total sites including indel character states (i.e., gaps).
The distribution of variable positions (including positions involving indels) across the 16S plus tRNA region was assessed in light of a proposed secondary structure (Fig. 2) , following a model proposed for the salticid genus Habronattus (Masta, 2000a) . Our secondary structure hypothesis is very similar to that proposed for Habronattus and is supported by the observation of 25 proposed stem positions that show evidence for compensatory mutation (Fig. 2) . Overall, both 16S and tRNA molecules show evidence for among-site rate variation, with regions of both high variability (e.g., upstream of the peptidyl transferase center) and extreme conservation (e.g., 3Ј stems of the peptidyl transferase center). A mapping of the positions involving indels suggests that such sites fall within proposed loop or unpaired regions (Fig. 2) , with a concentration of indels in the spacer region separating 16S from tRNA and at the 3Ј end of the tRNA molecule (amino-acyl arm). The observation of truncated tRNAs with unstable amino-acyl stems in dendryphantines is consistent with findings for Habronattus (Masta, 2000a) , and may prove to be widespread in spiders.
28S Alignment and Characteristics
The alignment parameter space explored results in four distinct 28S alignments (24/4 ϭ 24/6), with lengths ranging from 771 to 791 bp. Following the same logic as presented above, the "20/2" alignment is judged as most similar to the elision matrix, based both on number of nodes in common (nine versus six to eight; Fig. 3 ) and on lower average symmetric-difference distances (21.12 versus 24.49 -27.33). This alignment is relatively compressed, with only 52 of 773 aligned positions including gaps. As above, patterns of variation in the 28S data can be assessed in light of a secondary structure model. The hypothesis proposed for dendryphantines (Fig. 4) is based on comparison to the universal model of Schnare et al. (1996) . This model is supported by the observation of apparent compensatory mutations at 29 hypothesized stem positions (Fig. 4) . Levels of sequence variability differ across the region sequenced, the majority of variable positions mapping to either the D2 or the D3 "divergent domains," with little variation in the "core" domain. Positions requiring indels are concentrated within proposed loop or unpaired regions of the D2 and D3 regions (Fig. 4) .
CO1 Data Characteristics
CO1 nucleotide and amino acid data can be fitted to a two-dimensional structural model (Fig. 5) analogous to that proposed for hexapods (Lunt et al., 1996) . Considering levels of nucleotide variation in light of this model reveals differences across structural domains, particularly at 1st and 3rd codon positions (Fig. 5,  bottom) . For example, although variation at 3rd positions is uniformly high, the average number of parsimony-reconstructed changes per position ranges from 3.8 to 6.8 (calculated separately for each domain). The correspondence between the structural domain and the patterns of nucleotide variability is generally similar to that reported for hexapods (Lunt et al., 1996) . More variable regions are spread across transmembrane helices (e.g., M5 and M9), external loops (e.g., E2), and internal loops (e.g., I2 and I5), whereas conserved regions typically correspond to transmembrane helices (e.g., M4, M6, M8, and M10). However, patterns of variation at the amino acid level (Fig. 5, top) suggest that there are runs of either conserved or variable residues that do not correspond directly to loops or transmembrane areas (e.g., the longest runs of conserved residues include E2 plus M4 and M5 plus E3).
ND1 Data Characteristics
Although protein structural data are unavailable for the ND1 region, patterns of nucleotide variation are nonetheless informative (Fig. 6 ). As expected, 3rd positions are most variable, with an average number of parsimony-reconstructed steps per site of 2.17, 0.89, and 6.02 for 1st through 3rd positions, respectively. This average level of variability is similar to that observed for more variable CO1 domains (see above). Figure 6 also clearly indicates regional differences in nucleotide variability across ND1, with a relatively conserved region between positions 30 and ca. 180. This region is also characterized by reduced amino acid variability.
Individual Partition Phylogenetic Analyses
We present results from two types of phylogenetic analyses that might be viewed as widely separate points along an extensive analytical continuum. These include parsimony analyses with characters treated as unordered and of equal weight, including gaps as a fifth state (if applicable). This set of analyses makes fewer explicit assumptions than the likelihood analyses also presented. Likelihood analyses were conducted for each partition using "best-fit" models for the data. For all partitions, a parameter-rich GTR model was deemed to have a significantly higher likelihood as assessed using the likelihood ratio test (results not shown). Incorporation of among-site rate variation (GTR ϩ I ϩ ⌫) further improved the likelihood of all models. These analyses differ most from parsimony in incorporating both within-and among-site rate variation and in the treatment of indels (ignored in ML analyses). Neither set of analyses included special treatment of nonindependent sites apparently involved in compensatory mutation (see above).
Results of separate parsimony analyses are summarized in Fig. 7 , showing a strict consensus tree for each of the four data partitions. In general, bootstrap proportion (BP) values based on individual partitions are low (most BP values Ͻ50%), with higher values restricted to sister relationships toward the tips of trees. There are no cases in which strongly supported clades (e.g., BP Ͼ70%) are in conflict across data partitions. At least three of the partitions are consistent in recovering dendryphantines as monophyletic. The exception is the relatively homoplasious CO1 data, with trees characterized by apparently basal dendryphantines (Rudra, Mabellina, Rhetenor, Zygoballus, Phanias, Hentzia; see Figs. 10 and 11) intermixed with proposed outgroup taxa, in addition to a (Peckhamia, Paradamoetus) sister relationship. CO1 parsimony trees with proposed dendryphantines constrained to form an exclusive monophyletic clade require an increase in length of 14 steps (less than 0.010% of the total tree length).
Results of the successive-approximations maximum-
FIG. 1.
Single most-parsimonious tree (L ϭ 4315) resulting from a concatenated matrix of four distinct 16S ϩ tRNA alignments (elision matrix). Parsimony results based on heuristic search with TBR branch-swapping, 100 random addition search replicates, all gaps treated as a "fifth state." Mapped onto the elision tree are results of independent heuristic searches (as above) for each of the four distinct alignments. For each node in the elision tree we indicate whether or not the same node was recovered in the strict consensus tree of independent alignment analyses-five elision nodes (unlabeled) are not found in any such trees. The 24/4 alignment results in trees with the greatest number of nodes in common (20 of 25-because we designated Thiodina as outgroup, we do not count the basal node in the tree). Taxa in boldface italicized font are considered to be dendryphantines, sensu Maddison (1996) . 391 JUMPING SPIDER PHYLOGENY likelihood searches are presented as Figs. 8 and 9. Most searches stabilized after two iterations following an initial weak tree search, with ending log likelihood tree scores within 10 of initial tree scores. Similar to parsimony analyses, CO1 is the only partition that fails to recover a monophyletic dendryphantine clade, although the sole "violation" is the placement of a longbranched Peckhamia well within a dendryphantine Masta (2000a) , the tRNA structure in these spiders is characterized by an apparently unstable amino-acyl arm and missing T⌿C and variable arms. A 4-bp overlap is proposed to exist between the 3Ј end of tRNA leucine (CUN) and the initiation codon of ND1.
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clade (Fig. 9) . The (Peckhamia, Paradamoetus) sister relationship recovered in CO1 parsimony and likelihood analyses is never recovered in analyses of other individual data partitions and does not recur in combined analyses with CO1 included (Figs. 10 and 11) .
Combined Phylogenetic Analyses
Consistent with the individual parsimony analyses presented above, results of standard parsimony ILD analyses (all characters included and treated as unordered) suggest that three of four data partitions are mutually congruent (all P values Ͼ 0.01) but that the CO1 partition is incongruent with all others (all P values Ͻ 0.001; Table 3 ). Focusing specifically on the apparent outlier CO1 data, we investigated the potential source of this conflict in phylogenetic signal via alternative ILD analyses. These exploratory analyses were conducted primarily to provide further insight into characteristics of the CO1 data partition, rather than as strict tests of data combinability.
Given the suspicious placement of Peckhamia in both CO1 parsimony and likelihood trees, we ran ILD analyses with this taxon removed. This is a crude way of assessing whether the placement of one taxon is disproportionately responsible for measures of global incongruence (Poe, 1996; Thornton and DeSalle, 2000) . ILD analyses excluding Peckhamia had little influence on significance values, with all P values Ͻ 0.005 (ILD search parameters: 1000 data randomizations, each with TBR heuristic, three random addition sequence replicates, no invariant, gaps as "fifth"). These results, however, do not preclude the possibility of significant localized incongruence (e.g., signal conflict involving the placement of Peckhamia plus relatively few other nodes), which has not been fully assessed.
We also conducted ILD analyses on CO1 matrices without 3rd positions. As indicated above, parsimony trees are characterized by apparently basal dendryphantines intermixed with proposed outgroup taxa. Perhaps saturation at 3rd positions is accounting for a majority of signal conflict at this phylogenetic depth. Results of these analyses suggest reduced incongruence between partitions (Table 3) , but this "congruence" is difficult to interpret. A primary problem is that CO1 parsimony analyses without 3rd positions result in a larger number of most-parsimonious trees (157 versus 5), indicating that the resolving power of the remaining data is decreased.
Finally, following Cunningham (1997a,b) , we explored a more complex "six-parameter" parsimony model, attempting to account for the obvious substitutional biases of the CO1 data (see Table 4 ). These analyses drastically reduce the measured incongruence of data partitions (all P values Ͼ0.85; Table 3 ), suggesting that some of this signal conflict is due to a mismatch between the assumptions of a standard parsimony model and the characteristics of the CO1 data. This suggestion is consistent with comparisons of trees resulting from likelihood (more complex) versus parsimony (less complex) searches (Figs. 7 and 9), with ML trees apparently more similar to trees from other data partitions. The result also suggests that, in conducting a combined analysis of all data, the incorporation of a CO1 six-parameter model might serve to neutralize or lessen phylogenetic conflict between data partitions.
Combined analyses were conducted on concatenated matrices treating all data partitions as unordered (Fig.  10) or treating all partitions as unordered except for CO1, for which six-parameter parsimony was applied (Fig. 11 ). Both combined analyses suggest similar dendryphantine relationships, although the mixed-model analysis lacks a (S. vitis, S. papenhoei) sister relationship recovered in all individual searches of all parti-
FIG. 3.
Strict consensus of most-parsimonious trees (N ϭ 2, L ϭ 2803) resulting from a concatenated matrix of four distinct 28S alignments. Parsimony results based on heuristic search with TBR branch-swapping, 100 random addition search replicates, all gaps treated as a fifth state. Mapped onto the elision consensus tree are results of independent heuristic searches (as above) for each of the four alignments. For each node in the elision tree we indicate whether or not the same node was recovered in the consensus of independent alignment analyses-10 elision nodes (unlabeled) are not found in any such trees. The 20/2 alignment results in trees with the greatest number of nodes in common (9 of 20, ignoring the node separating Thiodina from the other taxa).
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JUMPING SPIDER PHYLOGENY tions except for CO1 (see Fig. 10 ). Furthermore, BP values from the mixed-model analysis are almost universally lower, with some nodes (e.g., the dendryphantine node) receiving no bootstrap support. The inclusion of CO1 data appears to be eroding otherwise congruent signal in this instance, even with the mixed-model assumption. Relationships outside of the dendryphantines are more resolved in the mixed-model analysis, but the resolution is not well supported and is apparently consistent only with the CO1 partition (Fig. 11) . The mixed-model tree also lacks a basal (Neon, Heratemita) grouping found in other analyses (Fig. 10) . In sum, it is not evident that a mixed-model analysis is lessening phylogenetic conflict between data partitions, as predicted by pairwise ILD analyses. If anything, the opposite appears true.
DISCUSSION

Patterns of Molecular Evolution
The different subsets of molecular data gathered for this project are clearly evolving under different evolutionary dynamics (i.e., they differ in rates and patterns of nucleotide substitution). Differences in overall levels of nucleotide divergence are best illustrated by consideration of pairwise divergence values for three consistently recovered sister pairings of taxa, including S. papenhoei ϩ S. vitis, Poultonella ϩ Tutelina, and Zygoballus ϩ Rhetenor (see Fig. 10 ). All three pairings involve relatively closely related taxa, thus minimizing the potentially confounding influence of substitutional saturation in the comparisons. Consideration of these focal pairings indicates a consistent ranking of estimated pairwise values (from high to low) as follows:
FIG. 4.
Proposed secondary structural model for dendryphantine 28S data spanning divergent domains D2, D3, and an intervening "core" region. The proposed secondary structure is based on comparison to the universal models of Schnare et al. (1996) and is further supported by covariation of stem pairings designated by stippled bars. All stem pairings shown involve either A-T, G-C, or G-T bonds. Asterisks indicate variable sites, and diamonds indicate sites including indels.
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ND1 Ͼ Ͼ CO1 Ͼ Ͼ 16S Ͼ Ͼ 28S. Differences in the absolute divergence values across gene regions are substantial. For example, Poultonella and Tutelina share the exact same 28S sequence but are more than 9% divergent at ND1. Sassacus papenhoei and S. vitis are less than 1% divergent at 28S but differ by almost 15% at ND1. Assuming that each sister taxa pairing shares a unique common ancestor (i.e., that the sequences have evolved over a common time frame), these differences in absolute levels of divergence necessarily reflect differences in the rates of evolution of the different sequences.
The gene regions also show differences in patterns of substitution (i.e., transition-transversion probabilities) and among-site rate variation. All four data sets show a general transition bias (Table 4) , although this bias is less extreme for the 28S nuclear data. Gross differences in patterns of among-site rate variation in the protein-coding data are apparent from Figs. 5 and 6, as indicated by parsimony reconstructions of the number of steps per site categorized by codon position. As expected, essentially all 3rd sites are "free to vary", with many fewer variable 1st and 2nd sites. Structural considerations suggest similar patterns for the ribosomal genes, with regions of conservation intermixed with regions of high variability (Figs. 2 and 4) . For all four regions, ML estimates of the gamma shape parameter (using the four-category discrete approximation of Yang, 1994) indicate that some variable sites experience less change and others experience more change.
FIG. 5. (Top).
Proposed structural model for dendryphantine CO1 data, following the Lunt et al. (1996) hypothesis for hexapods. Structural regions include both internal (I) and external (E) loops and membrane-bound helices (M). Amino acid residues shown represent a consensus of that observed, with variable residues indicated by shading. Membrane-bound residues in black boxes are proposed to have special function; amino acids at these sites are identical to conserved hexapod residues (Lunt et al., 1996) . Nucleotides were translated assuming the genetic code of Drosophila mtDNA, using a beta version of MacClade 4 (Maddison and Maddison, 1999) . (Bottom) Nucleotide variation categorized by codon position and structural domain. Numbers include the average number of steps per site, estimated over the set of most-parsimonious trees for the CO1 data using MacClade.
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Phylogenetic Behavior and Utility
Phylogenetic analysis of the dendryphantine CO1 data result in patterns of relationship inconsistent (to different degrees) with those for other data partitions, suggesting conflicting phylogenetic signal. What is the basis of this conflict in signal? As we can be reasonably sure that the CO1 sequences share history with the other linked mitochondrial genes (lacking evidence for nuclearization or sequence contamination), lineage sorting or hybridization scenarios seem unlikely. Also, because the number of CO1 sites is reasonably large, the probability of concentrated conflict resulting from sampling error should be small. More likely, complexities in the evolutionary dynamics of CO1 evolution, beyond those accommodated by the phylogenetic methods used here, are contributing to misleading phylogenetic signal.
We have attempted to account for obvious complexities in standard ways, e.g., via incorporation of withinand among-site rate variation, and some of this accounting appears to have reduced signal conflict. For example, parameter-rich likelihood analyses result in trees with less obvious conflict. Standard parsimony ILD tests are significant; six-parameter parsimony tests are not. In addition to these analyses, we have also assessed the influence of cross-taxa variation in base composition, which is known to potentially mislead phylogeny reconstruction (summarized by Swofford et al., 1996) . The impact of this bias was assessed by performing neighbor-joining distance analyses on data transformed to LogDet distances, with and without the incorporation of among-site rate variation (following the various suggestions presented in Swofford et al., 1996) . A range of transformations resulted in variation in estimated tree topologies, but all of these trees included clades comprising mixtures of dendryphantine and outgroup taxa (results not shown).
Finally, following the lead of Naylor and Brown (1998), we explored the phylogenetic behavior of different CO1 sites by examining their retention indices (RI) on the three most-parsimonious trees from the unordered combined analysis (Fig. 10) . There are no strong indications that sites modally coding for particular amino acids or amino acid classes (e.g., hydrophobic versus hydrophilic, charged versus not) have significantly higher RI's, and hence potentially more phylogenetic information, than others. However, when sites are categorized into classes by codon position and/or FIG. 6. Nucleotide and amino acid variation for the ND1 gene region. Vertical bars represent minimum number of steps per site, categorized by codon position (1st and 3rd above origin, 2nd below origin). Minimum numbers calculated on most-parsimonious trees for the data using MacClade. Amino acids (in boxes on origin) shown represent a consensus of that observed, with variable residues indicated by shaded boxes. Nucleotides translated assuming the genetic code of Drosophila mtDNA, using MacClade. 396 functional domain, there does appear to be a consistent pattern that RI's of parsimony-informative sites from the more conservative classes are lower. That is, in the conservative classes, whereas fewer of the sites may be parsimony informative, those that are show more homoplasy. For instance, protein domains that are most variable (e.g., I2 and I5; Fig. 5 ) have the highest RI's among parsimony-informative sites (variable, . Strict consensus trees resulting from independent parsimony analyses of four separate data partitions, each analysis comprising a heuristic search with TBR branch-swapping, 1000 random addition search replicates, gaps treated as a fifth state for length-variable partitions. Bootstrap proportion values (on branches) based on 1000 heuristic search replicates, five TBR random addition search sequences per replicate. N, No. of most-parsimonious trees; L, tree length; PI, No. of parsimony-informative characters; CI, consistency index; RI, retention index. 397 tapomorphic), and the most conservative (e.g., M6 and M8; Fig. 5 ) have the lowest RI's. Similarly, the more conservative 2nd positions show lower RI's than either 1st or 3rd positions. This would suggest that one shouldn't necessarily expect the most conservative classes of sites to provide the most phylogenetically   FIG. 8 . Maximum-likelihood trees resulting from successive-approximation searches of 16S and 28S data partitions. Searches conducted using best-fit models; initial tree search consisting of a weak heuristic search, parameter estimation and fixation, followed by a thorough heuristic search (see text). Searches were deemed complete when trees of nearly equal likelihood were found in successive iterations. The 16S tree shown is one of three trees of equal likelihood-trees not figured differ in placement of Messua, either basal sister to Beata clade or basal sister to (Poultonella, S. Papenhoei) clade. Clades recovered in a majority of parsimony trees highlighted. BF, estimated base frequencies (A, C, G, T); %I, estimated proportion of invariable sites; ⌫, estimated gamma shape parameter. Parameter estimates shown are based on the tree figured.
reliable variation (an assumption that we have made in some of our analyses, e.g., no 3rd ILD analyses). More importantly, these results strongly suggest that higher-level interactions (e.g., variable selective constraints at the amino acid level) are influencing the dynamics of CO1 nucleotide evolution and perhaps contributing to conflicting patterns of phylogenetic relationship.
Might we generalize from our dendryphantine data to help inform the design of future spider molecular   FIG. 9 . Maximum-likelihood trees resulting from successive-approximation searches of CO1 and ND1 data partitions. Searches conducted using best-fit models, following iterative approach outlined in text. ND1 tree shown is one of three trees of equal likelihood-trees not figured differ in placement of Messua, either basal sister to Terralonus clade or basal sister to (Bellota, S. Papenhoei) clade. CO1 tree shown is one of two trees of equal likelihood, the tree not shown differing in the resolution of the ((Neon, Itata), Mabellina, "all others") trichotomy, with Mabellina as the basal member. Clades recovered in a majority of parsimony trees highlighted.
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JUMPING SPIDER PHYLOGENY phylogenetic projects? We feel that while such extrapolations are potentially helpful, they must also be viewed as preliminary, given that spider molecular phylogenetics is underdeveloped. We tentatively suggest the following. First, it appears that both nuclear and mitochondrial ribosomal sequences are phylogenetically informative at a "generic" level of phylogenetic divergence but are also likely both approaching their limits from opposite directions. Many studies of nonspider taxa show that nuclear 28S sequences are informative at higher levels of divergence (see Hillis and Dixon, 1991) , and the dendryphantine data suggest much room for further divergence (i.e., the tree is shallow; see Fig. 8 ). The limit for these sequences will be at lower levels, although consideration of longer sequences spanning multiple "divergent-domain" regions (see Schnare et al., 1996) might provide some species-level phylogenetic resolution. On the other hand, mitochondrial 16S sequences have been successfully used at the population, species, and generic levels in spiders (Huber et al., 1993; Hedin, 1997b; Bond et al., 2000; Masta, 2000b) . Both saturation and alignment difficulties should diminish the utility of this gene region at even higher levels, although conserved regions will retain some utility. It is more difficult to extrapolate from the protein-coding data. Both gene regions are informative at lower levels in spiders (e.g., Hedin, 1997a; Garb, 1999; Gillespie et al., 1997; Masta, 2000b) . If we were to consider only overall divergence values (as is often practiced), we might conclude that CO1 would outperform ND1 at generic-level divergences. This does not appear to be the case, and the analyses presented here illustrate how the (perhaps taxon-specific) functional characteristics of proteincoding genes impact phylogenetic utility at higher levels of divergence.
Dendryphantine Evolution
Our molecular data give support to the monophyly of Dendryphantinae, sensu Maddison (1996) . We find this result reassuring, especially given that Maddison's exclusion of some genera (Admestina, Attidops, Peckhamia) and inclusion of others (Mabellina) had been done with some doubt. In the case of Mabellina, its inclusion in Dendryphantinae had not been based on the explicitly proposed synapomorphies, which Mabel-FIG. 11. Most-parsimonious tree resulting from combined parsimony analysis of all data; all partitions except for CO1 treated as "type ϭ unordered," CO1 as "type ϭ LN" (see Table 3 ). Analysis consisted of a heuristic search with TBR branch-swapping, 1000 random addition search replicates, gaps treated as a fifth state for length-variable partitions. Clades recovered in both parsimony and likelihood analyses of individual partitions are indicated on branches, as are BP values (based on 1000 heuristic search replicates, five TBR random addition search sequences per replicate).
FIG. 10.
Strict consensus tree resulting from combined parsimony analysis of all data. Analysis consisted of a heuristic search with TBR branch-swapping, 1000 random addition search replicates, gaps treated as a fifth state for length-variable partitions. Clades recovered in both parsimony and likelihood analyses of individual partitions are indicated on branches, as are BP values (based on 1000 heuristic search replicates, five TBR random addition search sequences per replicate). 400 lina lacks, but rather on a vague sense of overall resemblance in body form and markings (that is, on unarticulated characteristics). The molecular data indicate that the three dendryphantine synapomorphies proposed by Maddison may in fact be valid, and their absence in some dendryphantines can be considered a secondary loss.
Outside the dendryphantines, there is some support for a close relationship between Neon and Heratemita and between Attidops and Admestina and some confirmation for the monophyly of the marpissines (Fig. 10) . These issues will be dealt with in more detail in our treatment of salticid phylogeny as a whole (M. C. Hedin and W. P. Maddison, unpublished) .
A conservative summary of our molecular phylogenetic results within the Dendryphantinae is shown in Fig. 12 . Whereas precise details of the deepest structure in the clade have weak support, three separate genes and the combined analyses suggest that at least Phanias and Hentzia, and possibly also Rudra and Mabellina, fall outside a clade containing the other dendryphantines sampled (i.e., are "basal"). This accords with Maddison's (1996) suggestion that Phanias 
Note. Results of pairwise ILD tests for each of four data partitions. Each test is based on 1000 data randomizations, each randomization comprising a TBR heuristic search with three random addition sequence replicates. Admestina (w/CO1 only) was excluded from all tests, whereas Hentzia was excluded from all tests involving 28S data. Invariant characters were removed prior to all tests; tests involving length-variable partitions include gaps treated as a fifth base. Above diagonal: P values resulting from tests in which all characters are treated as unordered. Below diagonal: P values resulting from tests involving CO1 treated as type ϭ LN, other partitions type ϭ unordered (in boldface), or CO1 1st and 2nd positions only, other partitions type ϭ unordered (in italics). Both sets of searches were constrained to save no more than 500 trees per random addition search replicate. Type ϭ LN corresponds to a symmetric "six-parameter" step matrix. This step matrix was derived by first calculating tree-independent pairwise base differences for all substitution types, using the "Pairwise Base Difference" facility in PAUP*. These values were transformed into weights using the "LN" function presented in Cunningham (1997b) , with the cost of going from nucleotide i to nucleotide j (K ij ) equal to -ln(X ij /X), treating X ij as an average number of changes between i and j in either direction (from all possible pairwise combinations for 30 taxa) and X as the sum of such averages. These costs are K AG ϭ 3.1, K CT ϭ 4.0, K AT ϭ 3.0, K AC ϭ 6.2, K GT ϭ 4.1, K CG ϭ 6.9. Note. Rate parameters from ML-estimated R-matrices. All estimates based on ML trees (Figs. 8 and 9) using best-fit models.
FIG. 12.
A conservative summary of Dendryphantine phylogeny based on molecular phylogenetic results.
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JUMPING SPIDER PHYLOGENY occupies a basal position among dendryphantines, along with Hentzia, because of their retaining the apparently ancestral traits of epiandrous gland fusules and an extra sperm duct loop. Phanias, Hentzia, Rudra, and Mabellina have more elongate bodies than is typical for dendryphantines and thereby resemble the sister group to the dendryphantines (the marpissines). These four genera also lack the "stereotypical" dendryphantine palpus seen in Pelegrina, Phidippus, Paraphidippus, Beata, Bellota, and Tutelina, in which the distal part of the embolus is terminally directed and stands abruptly perpendicular against, and narrower than, the laterally directed basal part of the embolus. This suggests that dendryphantines began as rather marpissine-like elongate salticids that only subsequently evolved the "stereotypical" palpus.
The details of relationships within the remaining dendryphantines are largely unclear, except for a few sister relationships. Maddison (1996, p. 225) suggested that Poultonella and Tutelina are close relatives on the basis of an unusual keel on the inner margin of the chelicera that may be related to ant-feeding (Wing, 1983) . Our molecular analyses strongly confirm this relationship. Maddison (1995) suggested that Rhetenor may represent an extreme form of Zygoballus, and our analyses confirm a close relationship between a Mexican Rhetenor and Zygoballus rufipes (we note, however, that this conclusion might not apply to the true Rhetenor, which is based on a little-known neotropical species). Combined analyses (Figs. 10 and 11) place Bellota and Paradamoetas as sister groups, suggesting that their antlike appearance may be homologous. Hill (1979) placed the species previously known as Metaphidippus vitis into Sassacus on the basis of similarity in scales and courtship behavior with Sassacus papenhoei. Maddison (1996) rejected this move as premature because data from only few dendryphantines had been available to Hill, but our molecular data suggest that Hill had in fact been correct (for this reason, we accept his change and refer to the species as Sassacus vitis). A close relationship between S. vitis and S. papenhoei is indicated by three of the four genes. It will be interesting to investigate whether other species, such as Agassa cyanea (which, like S. papenhoei, resembles a beetle) and "Pseudicius" siticulosus (which has courtship behavior like S. vitis and S. papenhoei) also belong with this group. The neotropical specimen that we identified as Sassacus sp. did not fall with the temperate Sassacus. Maddison (1996) suggested that the neotropical Sassacus belongs elsewhere.
G. B. Edwards (unpublished) proposes dividing the recognized genus Eris in two, with Eris militaris and a few others remaining in Eris and E. aurantia transferring back into Paraphidippus. On the basis of morphological data, he suggests that Paraphidippus may be the sister group to Phidippus. Our analyses give independent support to his proposal. We did not sample from the mannii group of Metaphidippus, which may be near Eris (Maddison, 1996) .
There are of course many groups of dendryphantines for which we have no species sampled. Among the neotropical genera, we do not have a clear prediction as to where Lurio, Parnaenus, and Gastromicans might fall, but we expect they will rest within the clade from Beata to Messua (Fig. 12) . This clade may include the bulk of the subfamily, and much denser sampling may be needed before our molecular analyses would resolve its phylogenetic structure. Lacking any sampling of Old World taxa, we can only guess where the three major groups might fall: Macaroeris and Rhene have the same ancestral features as Phanias and thus might also be basal, whereas Dendryphantes is likely in the Beata to Messua clade (Fig. 12) .
